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Burlesque Performer.
Writer.
Educator.

As seen in…
The New Orleans Burlesque Festival, The Southern Fried
Burlesque Festival, Voodoo Music Experience, Tease-o-Rama,
and the feature length documentary, Save Our Souls.
Booking: moxiesazerac@gmail.com
www.moxiesazerac.com
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Biography
Moxie Sazerac is a multi-talented performer, writer, and educator who holds a B.A. with concentrations in creative writing and theatrical performance. She has performed in New Orleans for
several years, starting with go-go gigs for local musicians in 2006 and going on to dance with
the city’s finest burlesque artists.
Moxie has performed with several troupes in New Orleans, most notably, Slow Burn Burlesque,
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the subject of the feature length documentary Save Our Souls. An ensemble member since
2008, Moxie has danced in nearly every Slow Burn production from New Orleans to Lafayette
to Atlanta, where the troupe won the Best Group Category in 2012’s Southern Fried Burlesque
Festival. She is invited regularly to perform in Trixie Minx’s weekly Burlesque Ballroom revue,
and holds a monthly guest teaching spot at Bella Blue’s New Orleans School of Burlesque.
With a background in theatre and literature, Moxie is equally inspired by classic burlesque films
from the ’40s and ’50s as well as contemporary performance art, theatre, and music. Her acts
reflect this range of influences, including campy theatrics as well as classic bumps and grinds.
She’s passionate about collaborating with fellow dancers on duets and group pieces, and has
also worked with several costume designers to bring some of her more visually dynamic ideas
to the stage.
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Moxie supports several local and national causes, appearing in benefit events for the Contemporary Arts Center as well as a local production of the Vagina Monologues. She is proud to lend
her support as a performer and ally for Queerlesque, a nationally curated burlesque revue exploring gender and sexuality. Since 2011, Moxie has showcased the burlesque and performance
community in a monthly column for the news and culture blog, NOLA Defender.
A Yankee by birth, Moxie returned to her roots in 2012 and now splits her time between New
Orleans and the NYC area, where she is currently pursuing an MFA in fiction.
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Selected Media
“Hot Sauce,” video clip
“Birds and the Bees,” video clip
Save Our Souls trailer
BurlesqueBeat review
NOLA Defender clips
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